HOSTED GPS TRACKING SOFTWARE

DESIGNED FOR YOU

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Whether you are a startup or established
tracking company, Key Telematics has the
perfect software solution for you: your brand,
your hardware choice.

Flexible Reporting Functions

Your Brand – your clients will see your domain
details and your brand appears on the
software. Build your own brand and
reputation.

Key Telematics reports are customizable to
your needs.
Reports can be generated ad hoc or
scheduled.
Scheduled
reports
are
automatically emailed to specified recipients.

Your Hardware Choice - flexible choice of
device or multiple device types. Multiple
platforms including GPRS, Satellite and RF.
Combination hardware including temperature
tags, driver ID etc.

The platform also offers detailed telemetry
reports showing raw device data for easy
device diagnostics.

Reduced support burden - simple, intuitive
user interface requires minimal support or
user training.

Events and notifications can be set up using
multiple argument strings, catering for any
circumstance. In a control room environment
the users need to acknowledge the alert, or
alternatively, comment on the alert. This
feature comes with a full audit trail. Alerts
can either be sent by e-mail or SMS.

Complete control – view unit data statistics,
user statistics and control over devices and
user access.

Flexible event notifications and alarms

API – build your own features and 3rd party
integration.

Speed by Road

Zero time contracts – complete freedom. We
never lock customers into contract periods.
Pay only for the data you use.

Speed can either be measured against the
actual road speed, or against a user defined
maximum speed, or a customised geo-zone
speed limit.

OUR CUSTOMERS

In addition to speeding reports, real-time
reporting of these events are available.

Our customers operate in diverse markets
such as fleet and logistics, aviation, marine,
earth moving, passenger transport, rail,
agriculture, emergency services and oil and
gas.
Partnering with us as your technology partner
gives you access to all our experience,
making it effortless to build your business.

Asset States
Asset State, unique to Key Telematics, is a
feature that enables the system to
automatically assign a given "state" to an
asset based on a configurable list of rules.
These states are colour coded for ease of use.

Garmin integration

VENDOR FOCUSED SOFTWARE
The Key Telematics software has been
developed specifically with you in mind.
Whilst all the standard features are available
to the end user, it is the administrative tools
that really impress our customers and make
supporting their client effortless

Garmin tracking devices and driver interface
modules are integrated on our software
platform allowing you to communicate with
your drivers in real time, using SMS/text
messages. Another key advantage of using
Garmin is route optimisation with traffic
updates

HOSTED GPS TRACKING SOFTWARE

Cloud Based & easy access

Feature control

Being a cloud based solution provides you
with high availability, excellent speed and
reliable data security with minimal burden on
your IT infrastructure.

As a vendor, you will be able to set up as
many different user roles, users and clients as
you require. You can enable and disable user
features as required. This minimizes training
and support burden.

The software supports multiple browser
options (e.g. Firefox, Safari, IE & Chrome),
iPhone and Android access as well as iPad and
Tablet access.

Maintenance Reminders
The following maintenance reminders can be
set up:

The software is multi lingual, has multiple
measurement units (Miles, Km, Knots etc.),
and also caters for multiple time zones.

CONTACT US
Email

info@keytelematics.com

Web

www.keytelematics.com

-

Time based reminders (e.g. license
expire)

-

Odometer based reminders (e.g.
service intervals)

Phone UK +44 (0)1707 226100

-

Engine hour reminders

South Africa +27 (0) 21 974 6176

Integrated maintenance software is available
as an additional feature.

Geofences
The software enables to create multi-polygon
geofences. These include:

-

International Options

Keep-in,
No-Go,
Locations, and
Routes.

Assign these to specific assets, as well as user
defined speed limits and proximity warnings
by geofence.

Audit trail
The platform tracks all user inputs and
changes, providing you with a comprehensive
audit trail.

